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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United 
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liabili- 
ty or responsibiity for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, appa- 
ratus, product, or process disdased, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or 
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar- 
ily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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VIII- Prouress Under Current Grant (see also Section VI1 

Sergei Ananyan has completed one nice piece of nuclear physics on 
"Electroweak Processes Involving ( OtO) Excitations in Nuclei" and 
has written @is work up for publication (fR11] - attached) He is 
well into his main thesis pro weak axial vector exchange 

ready has some 
1996 this sunnu& at wiIL5am aha 
a poster on his work (attached). 

now be written up for publication. Sergei will complete his Ph. D. 
this Fall. 

Bryan Barmore h now finish umerical calculations 
s in relativistic hea 

for publication. Bryan should 
f inish his Ph.0.  in 1998, 

Gary Prezeau has just started on the problem of chiral QHD with 
vector mesons, applying and exteading the QHD-I11 lagranqian of 
[RgJ  (see Appendix A) .  Gary should finish his Ph.D, in 1998. 

1996 this summer a$ Wi 
a poster on his  work fa 

We have purchased a PC for the group through CEBAF and are now tied 
into the CEl3AF compqter system, We have organized a Nuclear Theory 
Study Group here in the Department and last year we workedthrotzgh 
the books on v"Coiuputational Nuclear Physicsm (see attached). Next 
year we wi91 run effective field theories and chiral 
perturbation theo 

Tod Bachma just completed a riice senior thesis (at no cost to the 
artree calcukations of the n 
hSn and (132) *Sn, He received h 
re work, it deserves publicati 

Persona1.L I "Theoretical Nuclear and Subnuclear 
Physics3g now hed by Oxford Press ({RlI - see 
attached). Last acadept taught a course on w Q u ~ ~  Theory 
of Many-ParticXe Systemsm *at all my graduate stud 

'Unfortunately , this have to w a i t  for awhile 
currently spending 6 mon hiking the Continental 
Mexico to Canada, 

stnce To& is 
Divide $ram 



Structure Studies with Electrons" for 
Theory (IN?) in the summer of 1997. 

h 

17 

the Institute for Nuclear 



sx . Renewal Pronosal 

The original proposal for this grant, submitted in August, 1993 
lists several anticipated future research projects. Sone of these 
problems have been pnder investigation during the period of the 
current grant, and others remain valid as potential Ph-D, thesis 
projects, Beqause much of this material is still of current 
interest, and because it provides the detailed physics background 
for the present nuclear theory effort, the Physics Sectbn of the 
original proposal has been included intact as Appendix A of this 
renewal proposal. 

Ananyan's progress on Problem A.1 above; it has 
been substantial. and forms his e pkogress of 
Barmore on Problem A.3 has also discussed above; he has some 
very nice physics results. It is ipated,that Problem €3.5 wiX1 
fdm the seco of Barmore's 1s. mezeaa is now well into 
Problem B.2- s turns out to be a very interesting problem with 
many possible future directions. 

In my opinion, Problem A.2 remains of great current interest; it is 
central to CEBAF's scientific misskon. Althoughmuch good work has 
been done on this problem (see f R 8 j  and e.g, [R12 J )  , there is still 
plenty of room for a good, thorough, first-principles analysis at 
all three of the levels describe6 in Section VI T h i s  analysis 
should include both (e,e'N) and (e,er2N). 

Problems B.1 and B.3 remain oE high current interest. 

Since the original proposal, a significant contribution to the 
solution of Problem C.3 has been m'ade in [Rn3]. 

a- 

Some Additional Interestina New Sub iects for Investisation 

Although sever91 interesting extensions and new problems have 
arisen in the past three years since this grant was originally 
funded, and m o r e  arise as time goes by, I will be content to 
list three which seem to me to be of great interest: 

1) Ananyan has now provided -a firm theoretical faqndation for the 
of two-body electroweak exchange c ts in a 

nic  theory that describes muc nuclear 
%t, and which preserves all the maerlying 

QCD. He has placed tlre previous unified analysis of 
with nuclei by Donne 

ensities, on h firm 
M extended to iny 

Within chirally-symmetric QHD (c f . Preze 
contributions within QHD (c.f. [RIQ]). 

2) *he most significant difference hetween the traditional non- 
relativistic many-body approach to nuclear physicse and that of the 


